Monday, July 20, 2020

Today I pray for deep wells of patience, wisdom, compassion and eloquence from which I can draw. May these gifts refresh sisters and brothers who are frustrated, fearful and feeling divided.

Tuesday, July 21, 2020

Merciful God, I pray for the discernment to recognize injustice when I witness it, and the strength to speak out and take action against it. Help me to foster unity and encourage a spirit of peace in everyone I encounter.

Wednesday, July 22, 2020

Today I pray for educators grappling with the start of a school year during a pandemic. I ask You to provide settings that enliven minds and strengthen socialization, amidst processes that protect the health of all.
Thursday, July 23, 2020

Today I pray for prisoners in the U.S. May they seek and find forgiveness, and justice when wrongly confined. Protect them from spread of COVID-19. May Your justice and care prevail in each circumstance.

Friday, July 24, 2020

Today I pray to learn about and take action against systems that harm my sisters and brothers simply because of their skin color.

Saturday, July 25, 2020

Today I ask for forgiveness when I’ve taken advantage at the expense of another. I pray for courage not to be silent or complacent in the face of discrimination.

Sunday, July 26, 2020

Ever-giving God, today I pray for houses of worship, for owners of small businesses, and for their employees, as they navigate the challenges of operation during this pandemic.
Submit your prayer ideas:
info@rochesterfranciscan.org

Request a prayer:
https://rochesterfranciscan.org/prayer-request/

Donations are always accepted and appreciated to support the ministries of the Sisters:
https://rochesterfranciscan.org/donate/

Daily Prayer content compliments Sisters of St. Joseph of Orange: www.100daysofprayer.net
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